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Abstract. Upcoming vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) allowing
vehicles to talk to each other are expected to enhance safety and efﬁciency in transportation systems. This type of networks is especially
attractive in highly populated urban areas overwhelmed with traﬃc
congestions and accidents. Besides vulnerabilities versus attacks against
traﬃc safety and driver privacy, a large-scale VANET in a metropolitan
area raises scalability and management challenges. This paper employs
identity-based group signatures (IBGS) to divide a large-scale VANET
into easy-to-manage groups and establish liability in vehicular communications while preserving privacy. Each party’s human-recognizable identity is used as its public key and no additional certiﬁcate is required.
This eﬃciently avoids the complicated certiﬁcate management of existing protocols. We further investigate selﬁsh veriﬁcation approach to accelerate message processing in VANETs. With this approach, a vehicle
selects only the messages aﬀecting its driving decisions and validates the
selected messages as if they were a single one.
Keywords: Vehicular ad hoc networks, Mobile wireless communication,
Identity management, Security, Privacy.

1

Introduction

As information and communication technologies (ICT) become increasingly pervasive, vehicles are expected to be equipped in the near future [3] with intelligent devices and radio interfaces, known as On-Board Units (OBUs). OBUs
are allowed to talk to other OBUs and the road-side infrastructure formed by
Road-Side Units (RSUs). The OBUs and RSUs, equipped with on-board sensory,
processing, and wireless communication modules, form a self-organized vehicular
network, commonly referred to as VANET, a commercial instantiation of mobile
ad hoc networks with vehicles as the mobile nodes.
S. Qing et al. (Eds.): ICICS 2011, LNCS 7043, pp. 121–135, 2011.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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VANET systems aim at providing a platform for various applications that
can improve traﬃc safety and eﬃciency, driver assistance, transportation regulation, infotainment, etc. There is substantial research and industrial eﬀort to
develop this market. Vehicular communications are supported by the Car2Car
Communication Consortium [7] in Europe and the Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) standard [1] in the USA. In Europe, several projects such
as SEVECOM [28] and NOW [19] are under way. It is estimated that the market
for vehicular communications will reach several billions of euros by 2012.
While the tremendous beneﬁts expected from vehicular communications and
the huge number of vehicles are strong points of VANETs, there are still challenges to deploy practical VANETs. A very important one is to guarantee the
security of vehicle-generated reports. In what regards security, selﬁsh vehicles
may attempt to clear up the way ahead or mess up the way behind with false
traﬃc reports; criminals being chased may disseminate bogus notiﬁcations to
other vehicles in order to block police cars. Such attacks may result in serious
harm, even loss of lives. Another challenge is to protect the privacy of vehicles.
VANETs open a big window to observers. It is very easy to collect information about the speed, status, trajectories and whereabouts of the vehicles in a
VANET. By mining this information, malicious observers can make inferences
about a driver’s personality (e.g. someone driving slowly is likely to be a calm
person), living habits and social relationships (visited places tell a lot about
people’s lives). This private information may be traded in underground markets,
exposing the observed vehicles and drivers to harass (e.g. junk advertisements),
threats (e.g. blackmail if the driver often visits an embarrassing place, like a
red-light district) and dangers (e.g. hijacks). Finally, VANETs are especially attractive in highly populated urban areas overwhelmed with traﬃc congestions
and accidents. Besides vulnerabilities versus attacks against traﬃc safety and
driver privacy, a large-scale VANET in a metropolitan area raises scalability
and management challenges. Therefore, security, privacy and scalable management motivate the work described in this paper.
1.1

Related Work

For VANETs to be viable, the ﬁrst requirement is to guard them against erroneous information. For example, an attacker may simply put a piece of ice on the
vehicle temperature sensor and then a wrong temperature will be reported, even if
the hardware sensor is tamper-proof. To counter fraudulent data, detection mechanisms are needed. A general scheme aiming at detection and correction of malicious data was given by Golle et al. in 2004 [14]. The authors assume that the
simplest explanation of some inconsistency in the received information is most
probably the correct one. A speciﬁc proposal was made by Leinmüller et al. in
2006 [17] and focuses on verifying the position data sent by vehicles. All position
information received from a vehicle is stored for some time period; this is used to
perform the checks, the results of which are weighted in order to form a metric
on the neighbor’s trust. Raya et al. [23] and Daza et al. [9] introduced a threshold
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mechanism to prevent the generation of fraudulent messages: a message is given
credit only if it was endorsed by a threshold of vehicles in the vicinity.
In addition to guaranteeing correctness of vehicular reports, VANETs should
also provide authentication to establish liability for the prevention, investigation,
detection and prosecution of serious criminal oﬀences. To meet this requirement,
vehicular communications must be signed to provide authentication, integrity
and non-repudiation so that they can be collected as judicial evidence. Several
proposals (e.g., [21, 24, 25, 32, 33]) suggest the use of a public key infrastructure
(PKI) and digital signatures to secure VANETs. To evict misbehaving vehicles, Raya et al. further proposed protocols focusing on revoking certiﬁcations
of malicious vehicles [26]. A big challenge arising from the PKI-based schemes
in VANETs is the heavy burden of certiﬁcate generation, storage, delivery, veriﬁcation, and revocation.
To guarantee vehicle privacy, some proposals suggest anonymous authentication in VANETs. Among them there are two research lines, i.e. pseudonym
mechanisms and group signatures. The pseudonym of a node is a short-lived
public key authenticated by a certiﬁcate authority (CA) in the vehicular PKI
([11, 13, 20]). The pseudonymity approach mainly focuses on how often a node
should change a pseudonym and with whom it should communicate. Sampigethaya et al. [27] proposed to use a silent period in order to hamper linkability
between pseudonyms, or alternatively to create groups of vehicles and restrict
vehicles in one group from listening to messages of other groups. To avoid delivery and storage of a large number of pseudonyms, Calandriello et al. [5] proposed
self-generating pseudonyms with the help of group signatures locally produced
by the vehicles. Noting that group signatures can be directly used to anonymously authenticate vehicular communications without additionally generating
a pseudonym, Guo et al. [15] proposed a group signature-based security framework which relies on tamper-resistant devices (requiring password access) for
preventing adversarial attacks on vehicular networks. However, neither concrete
instantiations nor simulation results are provided. Lin et al. [18] introduced a security and privacy-preserving protocol for VANETs by integrating the techniques
of group signatures. With the help of group signatures, vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
communications are authenticated while maintaining conditional privacy. Wu et
al. [30] distinguished linkability and anonymity of group signatures to improve
the trustworthiness of vehicle-generated messages.
Some recent proposals provide both authentication to establish liability and
vehicle privacy in VANETs. When these schemes are implemented in largescale VANETs in densely populated urban areas, unaddressed challenges remain.
Pseudonym-based schemes face the challenge of generating, distributing, verifying and storing a huge number of certiﬁcates. Group signature-based schemes
in the traditional PKI setting face problems such as how to manage numerous
vehicles and especially compromised vehicles. A common concern of both classes
of schemes is how to process the large volume of messages received every time
unit. These observations call for novel mechanisms to address these challenges
in an eﬃcient way.
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Contribution and Plan of This Paper

We propose a set of mechanisms to address the security, privacy, and management requirements in a large-scale VANET. These conﬂicting concerns are
conciliated by exploiting identity-based group signatures (IBGS) and dividing a
large-scale VANET into a number of easy-to-manage smaller groups. In the system, each party, including the group managers (i.e. the transportation oﬃces)
and the signers (i.e. the vehicles), has a unique, human-recognizable identity as
its public key, and a corresponding secret key generated by some trusted authority. For instance, the public keys of the administration oﬃces, road-side units [16]
and vehicles can be, respectively, the administration name, the RSU geographical address and the traditional vehicle license plate. Certiﬁcates are no longer
needed because the public key of each party is a human-recognizable identity.
This feature greatly reduces the security-related management challenges.
After registering to transportation oﬃces, any vehicle can anonymously authenticate any message. These vehicle-generated messages can be veriﬁed by the
identities (e.g. the name) of the transportation oﬃces and the public key of
the escrow authority. If a message is later found to be false, the identity of the
message generator can be traced by traﬃc police oﬃces. Considering the redundancy in vehicular communications, we present a selﬁsh veriﬁcation mechanism
to speed up message processing in VANETs. With this technique, although each
vehicle may receive a large number of messages, the vehicle only selects for veriﬁcation those messages aﬀecting its traﬃc decisions. The selected messages can
can be veriﬁed in a batch as if they were a single one. These mechanisms are
crucial to deploy VANETs in densely populated urban areas.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our design
goals and the challenges to those goals. The proposal is speciﬁed in Section 3.
Section 4 presents an extension to speed up vehicular message veriﬁcation. The
last section is a conclusion.

2

Design Goals and Challenges

2.1

Design Goals

In order to obtain an implementable system to enhance the trustworthiness of
V2V communications in a large-scale VANET, we keep in mind the following
main design goals:
– Liability. The fundamental security functions in vehicular communications
consist of ensuring liability for the originator of a data packet. Liability implies that the message author is held responsible for the message generated.
To establish liability without disputes, authentication, integrity and nonrepudiation must be provided in vehicular protocols. Authentication allows
verifying that the message was generated by the originator as claimed, rather
than by an impersonator. Integrity guarantees that the message has not been
tampered with after it was sent. Non-repudiation implies that the message
generator cannot deny message authorship.
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– Anonymity. There is anonymity if, by monitoring the communication in a
VANET, message originators cannot be identiﬁed, except perhaps by designated parties. Since message authentication requires knowledge of a public
identity such as a public key or a license plate, if no anonymity was provided,
an attacker could easily trace any vehicle by monitoring the VANET communication. This would be surely undesirable for the drivers; hence, anonymity
should be protect for vehicles.
– Scalable Management. For a VANET deployed in a highly populated
metropolitan area, managing up to (tens of) millions of vehicles is a substantial concern. Speciﬁcally, in such a large VANET, every day some registered vehicles might be stolen or their secret keys might be occasionally
leaked. This entails extra burden to manage the system while preserving the
liability and the privacy of vehicles. Hence, it is essential to take the scalable
management requirement into consideration when the system is designed.
2.2

Challenges to the Goals

It is challenging to simultaneously achieve the above design goals. The ﬁrst challenge derives from the fact that liability and anonymity are conﬂicting in nature.
The liability requirement implies that cheating vehicles distributing bogus messages should be caught. On the other hand, the anonymity requirement implies
that attackers cannot trace the original vehicles who generated reports. Hence,
there must be some tradeoﬀ between liability and anonymity in a VANET. A
well-designed scheme should protect privacy for honest vehicles while allowing
to ﬁnd the identities of dishonest vehicles.
Network volatility is another factor that increases the diﬃculty of securing
VANETs. Connectivity among vehicles can often be highly transient due to
their high speeds (e.g. think of two vehicles crossing each other in opposite
directions in a highway). This implies that protocols requiring multiple rounds
or strong cooperation such as voting mechanisms may be impractical. Due to
their high mobility, vehicles may never again connect with each other after one
occasional connection. This puts the public key infrastructure implemented for
securing VANETs under strain: if public-key certiﬁcates are used, vehicles are
confronted to a lot of certiﬁcates probably issued by several diﬀerent CAs; due to
the mobility, there is little hope that caching the veriﬁed certiﬁcates of vehicles
and CAs will result in any signiﬁcant speed-up of the next veriﬁcations.
The size of VANETs deployed in metropolitan areas with millions of vehicles
is another challenge. Transportation systems are governed by a constellation
of authorities with diﬀerent interests, which complicates things. A technically,
and perhaps politically, convincing solution is a prerequisite for any security
architecture. Another challenge is the sheer scale of the network: the system
has to manage (tens of) millions of nodes of which some may join or leave the
VANET occasionally and some may be compromised. This rules out protocols
requiring massive distribution of data to all mobile nodes. Furthermore, in case
of high vehicular density in metropolitan areas, each node may be ﬂooded with
a large number of incoming messages requiring veriﬁcation.
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The Proposal

In this section, we propose an authentication protocol to enforce liability, privacy and scalable management in vehicle-generated messages. Underlying is an
eﬃcient IBGS scheme [29] to avoid the heavy burden of certiﬁcate generation,
delivery and veriﬁcation in a large-scale VANET. The protocol exploits the features of existing transportation systems to simplify the system administration
overhead.
3.1

Underlying Technologies and High-level Description

A number of proposals have employed group signatures [8] to secure VANETs
with conditional privacy. For a large VANET, it may be impractical to organize millions of vehicles into a single group. This implies that the group public
parameters have to change whenever any vehicle is compromised, which may
occur frequently in a large VANET. It is resource-consuming to distribute these
frequent changes to all the nodes. Identity-based group signatures are an extension of standard group signatures. As depicted in Figure 1, in an IBGS scheme
[29] there are four types of parties, i.e. the trusted escrow authority (TEA), the
group registration manager (GRM), an identity-opening authority (IOA) and
the group members. Each of them has a unique identity, i.e. its name. TEA has
a public-private key pair and the public key can be accessed by any entity. By
taking as input the identity of any entity in the system, TEA generates a private
key for that entity. Any group member having obtained a private key from TEA
can register to GRM to become a group member and then can anonymously sign
any message on behalf of the group. The signature can be veriﬁed using TEA’s
public key and the identities of GRM and IOA. If necessary, IOA can open the
identity of the signer of any doubtable signature.
We observe that IBGS can be exploited to simplify the system management
while preserving liability and privacy in a large VANET. In most cities, the transportation administration authorities include the public security department, vehicle management bureaus and traﬃc police oﬃces, who can serve as the TEA,
GRMs and IOAs, respectively. The public security department’s public key can
be stored in each vehicle. The identities of GRMs and IOAs are their respective
public keys. Each vehicle’s unique identity is also its public key. GRMs and IOAs
ﬁrst need to contact TEA to generate their private keys and set up the corresponding administration units. This human-recognizable identity-based feature
eliminates the certiﬁcate management requirement of other proposals.
The system management can be further reduced by dividing the huge number
of vehicles into groups in light of their regulatory status, e.g. one can distinguish
groups like police cars, ambulances, ﬁre trucks, taxis, buses, commercial vehicles,
personal vehicles, etc. Police cars, ambulances and ﬁre trucks may have privilege
on using road, and taxis, buses and commercial vehicles are also run and managed by some organizations (or companies). The personal cars may still be too
numerous in densely populated areas and can be further properly divided into
smaller groups, e.g., according to the regions where they have registered. One
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Fig. 1. Model of identity-based group signature

may note that splitting vehicles into smaller subgroups reduces the privacy of vehicles. However, this privacy loss could be minimized if the vehicles are properly
divided into subgroups so that the division does not leak more identity information than the one leaked by the vehicles’ physical features. For instance, one can
easily distinguish police cars from other vehicles from their visible features and
organizing the police cars into one sub-group does not leak much information on
individual police vehicles. The gains of easy management outweigh a little loss
of privacy and the ensuing trade-oﬀ between management and privacy seems
reasonable in practice.
Employing IBGS can also simultaneously provide liability and privacy in
VANET. After registration, a vehicle can authenticate messages without disclosing its identity. When receiving an authenticated message, the receiver can
verify it with the stored system public key of TEA and the identity of the group
the vehicle belongs to. Note here that the signing vehicle’s identity is not required for validation of the signed message due to anonymity. If the veriﬁcation
procedure indicates that the message is authentic (but not necessarily correct),
then the receiving vehicle can use it as a proof. This proof can be submitted
to the traﬃc police oﬃce for investigation if the message is later found to be
incorrect and causes any harm. If necessary, the police can open the identity of
the message generator and perhaps punish him/her.
3.2

System Set-up

Our scheme is realized in bilinear groups ([4]). We use the notations of [31]. Let
PGen be an algorithm which, on input a security parameter 1 , outputs a pairing
Υ = (p, G1 , G2 , G3 , g, h, e), where ﬁnite cyclic groups G1 = g and G2 = h
have the same prime order p, and e : G1 ×G2 → G3 is an eﬃcient non-degenerate
bilinear map such that ê(g, h) = 1 and for any a, b ∈ Z, ê(g a , hb ) = ê(g, h)ab .
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The TEA, e.g. the public security department, runs PGen and obtains a pairing
Υ = (p, G1 , G2 , G3 , g, h, ê) as above. Let g1 , g2 , g3 , g4 , g5 be randomly selected
generators of G1 . Deﬁne cryptographic hash functions HV : {0, 1} → G1 , HO :
{0, 1} → G1 , HR : {0, 1} → Z∗p , H : {0, 1} → Z∗p . The TEA’s private key is a
randomly chosen value x ∈ Z∗p and its public key is K = hx ∈ G2 . Then the
public system parameters are param = (Υ, g1 , · · · , g5 , HR , HV , HO , H, K) which
can be accessed by each party in the VANET.
3.3

Key Generation

With this procedure, the TEA generates private keys for the group registration
managers (GRMs), the identity-opening authorities (IOAs) and the individual
vehicles by taking as inputs their public identities.
– On input the identity IDR of a GRM, TEA randomly generates r ∈ Z∗p
and computes A = hr , x1 = r + HR (A||IDR )x mod p. Finally GRM gets
(x1 , A), where A is an auxiliary string that can be known by the vehicles in
the group, and x1 is the private key of the GRM.
– On input the identity IDO of an IOA, TEA generates the IOA’s private key
by computing x0 = HO (IDO )x .
– On input a vehicle’s identity IDV , TEA uses x to compute the vehicles’s
private key X = HV (IDV )x .
3.4

Registration

With this procedure, a vehicle with identity IDV can register to one of the
groups IDR in the VANET. Note that the vehicle does not need to contact the
identity-opening authority and the registration procedure is simple.
– The vehicle ﬁrstly proves to the GRM that it knows the secret key X =
HV (IDV )x corresponding to its identity IDV without leaking any information on X. This can be done with the protocol due to Qin et al. [22] to
guarantee that the vehicle has identity IDV as claimed.
– GRM randomly selects e ∈ Z∗p , and computes B = (g5 /HV (IDV ))1/(e+x1 ) .
The GRM sends the secret group certiﬁcate (B, e, A) to the vehicle via a
conﬁdential channel.
– The vehicle accepts the certiﬁcate if and only if
ê(g5 , h) = ê(B, h)e ê(B, S)ê(HV (IDV ), h),
where S = AK HR (A||IDR ) = hx1 .
– GRM computes W = ê(HV (IDV ), h), and records (IDV , B, e, W ) in its local
database.
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Authentication of Vehicle-Generated Messages

A registered vehicle IDV in group IDR with secret key X and certiﬁcate (B, e, A)
can anonymously sign message m while allowing the identity-opening authority
IOA to open the signature. The detailed instantiation is as follows.
– The vehicle randomly selects s1 ∈ Zp∗ , and computes
s2 = es1 mod p, σ0 = g s1 , σ1 = Xg1s1 ,
σ2 = HV (IDV )g2s1 , σ3 = Bg3s1 , σ5 = σ3e g4s1 .
– The vehicle randomly selects d ∈ Zp∗ and computes
C1 = ê(HV (IDV ), h)ê(HO (IDO ), K)d , C2 = hd .
– The vehicle randomly selects r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 ∈ Z∗p , R1 , R2 , R3 ∈ G1 , and
computes
ρ0 = g r1 , ρ1 = R1 g1r1 , ρ2 = R2 g2r1 , ρ3 = R3 g3r1 ,
ρ4 = [ê(g1 , h)−1 ê(g2 , K)]r1 , ρ5 = σ3r3 g4r1 , ρ6 = ê(g3 , h)r2 [ê(g3 , S)ê(g2 g4 , h)]r1 ,
ρ7 = hr4 , ρ8 = ê(HO (IDO ), K)r4 ê(g2 , h)−r1 .
– The vehicle computes the hash challenge
c = H((σ0 , · · · , σ3 , σ5 )||(ρ0 , · · · , ρ8 )||A||C1 ||C2 ||m).
– The vehicle computes the responses to the hash challenge
z0 = r1 − cs1 mod p, Z1 = R1 X −c , Z2 = R2 HV (IDV )−c , Z3 = R3 B −c ,
z4 = r3 − ce mod p, z5 = r2 − cs2 mod p, z6 = r4 − cd mod p.
– The resulting signature σ on message m is:
σ = (σ0 , · · · , σ3 , σ5 )||(z0 , Z1 , Z2 , Z3 , z4 , z5 , z6 )||c||A||C1 ||C2 .
3.6

Message Verification

Upon receiving a signature σ on message m, the receiving vehicle computes
σ4 = ê(σ1 , h)−1 ê(σ2 , K), σ6 = ê(g5 , h)−1 ê(σ2 σ5 , h)ê(σ3 , S),
σ8 = C1 · ê(σ2 , h)−1 , ρ0 = g z0 σ0c , ρ1 = Z1 g1z0 σ1c , ρ2 = Z2 g2z0 σ2c ,
ρ3 = Z3 g3z0 σ3c , ρ4 = [ê(g1 , h)−1 ê(g2 , K)]z0 σ4c ,
ρ5 = σ3z4 g4z0 σ5c , ρ6 = ê(g3 , h)z5 [ê(g3 , S)ê(g2 g4 , h)]z0 σ6c ,
ρ7 = h

z6

C2c , ρ8

z6

= ê(HO (IDO ), K)

ê(g2 , h)−z0 σ8c , S

= AK

(1)
H(A||IDR )

and checks that
c = H((σ0 , · · · , σ3 , σ5 )||(ρ0 , · · · , ρ8 )||A||C1 ||C2 ||m)

(2)

If Equation (2) holds, the message is accepted. Else, the message is rejected.
3.7

Revoking Doubtable Messages

If the verifying vehicle receives a message with a valid signature but the message
is doubtable, e.g. a bogus message, the veriﬁer can submit the message along
with its signature to IOA. IOA can use its secret key x0 to open the encryption in
the signature σ. IOA computes W = ê(HV (IDV ), h) = C1 /ê(x0 , C2 ) and looks
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up W in the registration table reg. If no entry W is found, IOA reports failure
for the tracing procedure, else it outputs the vehicle identity IDV .
Regarding revocation of malicious signers in group signature-based authentication in VANETs, another subtle issue is the case when some signer’s secret
key was compromised (e.g. stolen) for various reasons. It is a known open problem how to eﬃciently distinguish the compromised signers in group signatures.
Some proposals suggest a public revocation list (by releasing the secret signing information of the compromised signer) and, whenever a veriﬁer veriﬁes a
vehicular-generated message [18], the verifying vehicle ﬁrst checks whether the
signer is in the revocation list. If the signer is in the list, then the message will
be discarded. Note that the revocation list grows linearly after the system is deployed. Hence, the performance of the system degrades as time passes. Another
disadvantage is that one can also determine the authorship of the messages previously signed by the compromised vehicle. Hence, the vehicle’s privacy cannot
be guaranteed for messages signed before it was compromised.
We observe that the identity-based feature of IBGS-based privacy-preserving
VANETs can be exploited to mitigate these disadvantages. When requesting the
private key from TEA, each GRM’s identity can be appended a tag specifying
the lifetime (e.g. days or weeks) of the GRM’s public key, i.e. {GRM’s identity,
lifetime}. Before the lifetime expires, each vehicle managed by this GRM contacts the GRM and updates its secret group signing key (see Section 3.4). For
the verifying vehicles, they can just verify the received message as in Section 3.6
by additionally comparing their local time with the lifetime of the GRM’s public
key. This mechanism is very eﬃcient because it only aﬀects a subgroup of vehicles, i.e. the signing vehicles managed by the GRM, while the verifying vehicle
(which can be any vehicle in the VANET) will not be aﬀected. After employing
this approach, an attacker can only sign messages on behalf of the compromised
vehicles during a short time interval. If the signed message is false and is forwarded to IOA by the receiving vehicles, the misbehaving compromised vehicle
can be located immediately and stopped by police cars.
3.8

Message Size

A vehicular report includes six ﬁelds: (Message Type; Payload; Timestamp; TTL;
Group ID; Signature). Message ID deﬁnes the message type which is about 2
bytes, and the payload ﬁeld may include information on the vehicle’s position,
direction, speed, traﬃc events, event time and so on. According to the DSRC
standard [1], the payload of a message is 100 bytes. The timestamp is about
4 bytes and speciﬁes the signature generation time, which is used to prevent
replay attacks. It also ensures that an honest vehicle can report the same traﬃc
situation at diﬀerent times without being accused of multiple signatures on the
same message. The TTL ﬁeld is about 1 byte to specify Time To Live and
determines how long the message is allowed to remain in the VANET. Group
ID is about 2 bytes used to identify which group the vehicle belongs to. The
signature ﬁeld is the vehicle’s signature on the ﬁrst ﬁve ﬁelds. We denote the ﬁrst
ﬁve ﬁelds by m and the whole six ﬁelds by M . The length of vehicle-generated
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Table 1. Format of vehicle-generated messages (suggested ﬁeld lengths in bytes)
Mes. Type Payload Timestamp TTL Group ID Sig.
2
100
4
1
2
460

messages can be expressed as LM = LMessageType + LPayload + LTimestamp + LT T L +
LGroupID + LSignature. To provide a typical security level of 280 , we can set p a 170bit long prime and then the element in G1 is 171 bits long [12], and Lsig = 460
bytes. Thus, LM = 2 + 100 + 4 + 1 + 2 + 460 = 569 bytes. Table 1 summarizes
the length of the report ﬁelds.
3.9

Security Analysis

We ﬁrst analyze liability in our vehicular authentication protocol. The underlying IBGS scheme is proven non-frameable in the sense that no player except the
trusted TEA can produce a signature that can be accepted by the veriﬁcation
procedure and for which the tracing procedure outputs the identity of a signer
who did not generate the signature, even if the attacking players are allowed
to collude [29]. This strong security property guarantees that, if a vehicle does
not register to the VANET, it cannot generate messages accepted by other vehicles, and no vehicles, IOAs or GRMs can impersonate an innocent registered
vehicle to authenticate vehicular communications. In other words, if a message
is accepted as valid, it must have been generated by a single registered vehicle
and not have been tampered with since it was sent. A message which passes
the veriﬁcation procedure can be used as a convincing argument in accident investigation if necessary. With this feature, the liability desirable in VANETs is
properly guaranteed.
The underlying IBGS scheme is shown to be anonymous [29], even if there are
only two signers in the group. This implies that no one except the designated
IOA can distinguish messages from the various vehicles in a VANET. Thus an
attacker cannot trace the vehicles by monitoring the communications in the
VANET and the identity privacy of vehicles is well protected.
It is shown that the underlying IBGS is traceable and no group member
or set of colluding members can generate a group signature accepted by the
veriﬁcation procedure which is not linkable to the actual signer [29]. In other
words, if a vehicular message is accepted, the third-party IOA can always identify
the actual message generator. This fact guarantees that cheating vehicles can
always be caught by revoking their anonymity whenever fraudulent vehicular
communications are detected.

4

Selfish Batch Verification

In a VANET, each vehicle periodically sends messages over a single hop every
300ms within a distance of 10s travel time [1], which means a distance range
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between 10m and 300m. This implies that a vehicle will receive a large number
of messages to be veriﬁed in a given time interval. To see this point, assume that
the vehicle is in a 40m wide road with a density of 80 vehicles/km2 ; hence, there
will be 192 vehicles within a 300m range (backward and forward). In one period
of 300ms, the vehicle will receive 192 messages/signatures (excluding multi-hop
messages forwarded by neighboring vehicles) to be veriﬁed. It requires several
milliseconds to verify each group signature and more than 300ms to verify all
the received messages if they are veriﬁed one by one. This veriﬁcation delay is
much larger than the allowed maximum end-to-end message processing delay, i.e.
100ms. Hence, we need additional mechanisms to speed up message veriﬁcation
in large-scale VANETs.
We observe that the great redundancy of vehicular communications can be
exploited to alleviate the burden of message veriﬁcation. Only a small fraction of
relevant messages actually need veriﬁcation. If the number of messages selected
for veriﬁcation is still large, additional ways to reduce the veriﬁcation overhead
need to be devised. In what follows, we employ the batch veriﬁcation technique
([2, 6, 10, 30]) to enable time-saving message processing in VANETs. This technique exploits the fact that a multi-base exponentiation (pairing) takes a similar
time as a single-base exponentiation (pairing).
Lemma 1 (Batch verification lemma). To verify exponential equations
gixi fiyi = 1, for i = 1, · · · , n

(3)

where xi , yi ∈ Z∗p are known, and gi , fi are two elements of a finite cyclic group G
of prime order p, one can randomly pick a vector Δ = (δ1 , · · · , δn ) for δi ∈ {0, 1}l
and verify that
n

giδi xi fiδi yi = 1.
(4)
i=1

If Equations (3) are accepted whenever Equation (4) holds, a batch {(gi , fi )|i =
1, · · · , n} will be always accepted if it is valid, while an invalid batch will be
accepted with probability at most 2−l .
The above claim is ready to be extended to batch veriﬁcation of bilinear equations since these are indeed exponentiation equations in G3 . In this case, we
only need to additionally note that 1 = ê(g1 , h)a ê(g2 , h)b can be equivalently
rewritten as 1 = ê(g1a g2b , h) to save computations due to bilinearity and the fact
that exponentiations in G1 are more eﬃcient than those in G3 .
To employ the above batch veriﬁcation technique, the basic group signature
needs to be extended. That is, the extended signature is now σ  = σ||(σ4 , σ6 , σ8 )||
(ρ0 , · · · , ρ8 )||S. Clearly, this modiﬁcation does not aﬀect any security property of
the group signature because (σ4, σ6 , σ8 )|| (ρ0 , · · · , ρ8 )||S can be reconstructed from
σ (see Section 3.6). The receiving vehicle needs to check Equations (1) and (2).
Let the vehicle select n message-signature pairs (mi , σi ) for batch veriﬁcation,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and σi = σi ||(σ4,i , σ6,i , σ8,i )||(ρ0,i , · · · , ρ8,i )||Si . Then the vehicle
needs to verify the equations:
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−1
−1
σ4,i ê(σ1,i , h)ê(σ2,i
, K) = 1, σ6,i
ê(g5−1 σ2,i σ5,i , h)ê(σ3,i , Si ) = 1,
−z0,i
z0,i
z5,i
z
ci
−1
c
z0,i
, h)ê(g2 , K)σ4,i
= 1, ρ−1
, h)ê(g30,i , Si )σ6,i
= 1,
ρ4,i ê(g1
6,i ê(g3 (g2 g4 )
−z0,i
ci
−1
−1
−1
z6,i
, h)σ8,i = 1, σ8,i C1,i ê(σ2,i , h) = 1,
ρ8,i ê(HO (IDOi ) , K)ê(g2
z0,i ci
z0,i ci
−1 z0 ci
−1
ρ0,i g σ0,i = 1, ρ1,i Z1,i g1 σ1,i = 1, ρ−1
2,i Z2,i g2 σ2,i = 1,
z0,i ci
−1 z4,i z0,i c,i
ρ−1
3,i Z3,i g3 σ3,i = 1, ρ5,i σ3,i g4 σ5,i = 1,
z6,i ci
C2,i = 1, Si−1 Ai K H(Ai ||IDRi ) = 1
ρ−1
7,i h
and
ci = H((σ0,i , · · · , σ3,i , σ5,i )||(ρ0,i , · · · , ρ8,i )||Ai ||C1,i ||C2,i ||mi ).

Note that the ﬁrst six equations, the middle ﬁve equations and the last two
equations excluding the hash computation ci are in the same ﬁnite cyclic groups
G3 , G1 and G2 , respectively. Then Lemma 1 can be applied to each of those three
batches of equations. We roughly compare the overheads of individual message
veriﬁcation with those of batch veriﬁcation. For n messages, without using the
batch approach, we need O(N ) multi-base pairing computations and multi-base
exponentiations, as well as n hashes. However, after the batch veriﬁcation is
applied, the verifying vehicle needs only O(1) multi-base pairing computations
and multi-base exponentiations, as well as n hashes. According to state-of-theart experimental results [10], a typical pairing takes tens of times longer than
one exponentiation in G1 , and compared to an exponentiation, the overhead of
a hash computation is negligible. Hence, the batch approach oﬀers a signiﬁcant
cost reduction and is very useful to speed up message veriﬁcations when the
vehicular density is high, as in metropolitan areas.

5

Conclusions

The ﬁrst VANETs are likely to be deployed in urban areas which particularly
suﬀer from traﬃc accidents and congestions. In addition to vulnerabilities to
attacks against traﬃc safety and drivers’ privacy, a large-scale VANET in a
metropolitan area poses a management problem. This paper proposed a set
of mechanisms which conciliate system management, security and privacy requirements very well. We exploited IBGS to divide a large-scale VANET into
easy-to-manage groups and establish liability in vehicular communications while
preserving privacy. We further presented a selﬁsh batch veriﬁcation approach to
accelerate message processing in VANETs. These techniques make our protocol
scalable for deployment in big metropolitan areas.
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